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TURF
Encouraging communities to grow their worth

TURF Project Statement

TURF VALUES

We aim to empower a movement.
We hope to re-establish the lost
connection between the production
and consumption of food, and strong
local communities.
By growing our own food to a greater extent and by
sharing the surplus with our immediate neighbours
and local businesses, we believe that people can lead
healthier, active lives and be united around a noncontentious basic human need.
The team has observed the long-term trends of mass
consumption, wasteful packaging and needless
transportation of basic food commodities. Concerns
were already heightened before the global health
pandemic - the months of lockdown have served as a
pause, to reassess and now accelerate the resolve to
become better citizens and more planet centric.
We also observe how the built environment and parcels
of land across the urban landscape are shamefully
under-utilized and yet hold great unlocked potential
for micro food production. Turf is inclusive, whether
the grower has a window ledge, balcony, allotment or
bigger ambitions!
Through an app. which acts as a central information
hub, distinct brand identity, manifesto and growers kits
to help people make the first step, we hope to enable
participation, spread the word and potentially
encourage an entrepreneurial spirit, but in a highly
accessible and democratic way. Whilst brands serve to
provide definition, our goal is to provide guidelines,
recognising that communities are diverse and
self-governing and don’t necessarily appreciate a
prescribed approach.

UNITING COMMUNITIES
We also recognise that urban food production
has established roots through private gardens
and allotments, and that guerrilla gardeners are
transforming neighbourhoods whilst not seeking glory.
We don’t claim to have invented the movement, but
seek to enable wider access. Our toolkit and other
branded assets allow all pockets of communities to do
more with limited resources and feel part of a bigger
picture.
Accessible technology by way of an app. allows
networks to form and to share best practices and words
of encouragement. This technology will be vital in terms
of connecting surplus produce with local grocers and
restaurants unlocking commercial possibilities. The app.
also ensures that information is delivered in an inclusive
and accessible way – and critically - that Turf does not
have any counterproductive outputs such as single-use
materials.
This entry aims to inspire, to motivate and to empower
change in our local communities, not just in London
but in any location where people have a small amount
of time and a bigger desire to create a healthier,
sustainable tomorrow.

As a network of local growers who champion food provenance,
we believe in the spirit of the community to provide an alternative
way of producing food – grown, shared, sold and consumed locally.

NURTURE & EMPOWER
We believe in empowering people to be part of something bigger,
providing the tools and resources to make a real difference with the
right support and encouragement.

CULTIVATE
Making informed choices of where food comes from pushes us to
educate and inform by developing green-fingered knowledge and
sustainable practices for a circular economy.

REVIVE
Our mission is to help re-purpose and restore - from unused green
spaces to urban yards, rooftops and empty buildings, ensuring every
inch of potential turf is sprouting produce that is sold locally.

TURF
‘GROW YOUR WORTH’
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TURF Manifesto

TURF Manifesto

Brand Overview
Collection of Brand Assets
The simple branding and its application should
demonstrate a genuine passion and commitment
to working with nature. Inspired by design for
activism, the assets are bold and to the point,
and exude confidence. The flexibility in which
they can be applied should make the assets feel
accessible to whoever uses them.
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A TURF wordmark
A bold and impactful typeface with a presence
that shows the brands confidence.
B TURF logo
The circle symbolises community while the 		
square within is a persons patch, however big
or small, for them to transform - it is a sign of
ownership and pride
C Colour palette
A simple colour palette that takes root in nature,
yet is both confident and understated.
D Application
The brand application is totally flexible, the
logo and wordmark can be split and used as a
framing device.
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The TURF App.
An Overview of Services

The TURF App.
An Overview of Services

Growers Pack
Concept One
These space efficient modular pots
contain all the items needed for a new
grower to get started from their window
ledge. The zero-waste packaging (the
pack is the pot) is made of recycled
biodegradable cardboard pulp. The pack
contains pots, containers, markers and
seed bombs.

Growers Pack
Concept One

Growers Pack
Concept One

Growers Pack
Concept Two
This alternative version of the grower’s
pack follows the same zero-waste and
biodegradable principles, with a minimal
design that extends to create a larger
vessel for vegetables that can ultimately
be transferred outdoors.

Growers Pack
Concept Two

Advertising
Manifesto in
Tube Station

Advertising
Manifesto Paste-up
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